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Once we enter this magical place, we encounter a whimsical world of insight and inspiration.
Paulina Tarot follows closely the traditional structure of Rider-Waite Tarot. Yet artist Paulina
Cassidy has created delightful characters and eclectic symbolism, that is uniquely her own. Her
broad range of influences include Victorian costumes, Mardi Gras flair, holistic healing, and
dream imagery. Magical creatures like dragons and flying horses make surprise appearances.
Painted in soft, muted pastels with exquisite details, Paulina Tarot is a romantic deck and a
completely accessible one to be treasured by tarot lovers everywhere, especially those who
appreciate superb artwork. 78-card deck with instruction booklet.

"Very delicately done, following tradition, with the addition of many whimsical elements. This is a
deck that could be used under any circumstances, even when reading for children."- Aeclectic
Tarot"This deck would be a nice fit for beginners as well as the professional reader. The deck is
also suitable for all ages. It will be enjoyed by anyone who is interested in a Rider-Waite-Smith
type deck, but looking for something a little more whimsical." - American Tarot Association"…
this deck is truly delightful and original. Each card is filled with incredible detail, one more
striking than the other." - Tarot in a Teacup"I highly recommend this beautiful deck." - Integrative
Tarot
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GM, “The box completes it!!. The illustrations are to die for. I got this for a friend who wanted a
first deck of tarot for her birthday. The box it comes in is for keeping - it slides up to open it and
reveal the deck of beautifully illustrated cards. The pamphlet it comes with for descriptions is
always mediocre but good for newbies - it's great that more in-depth descriptions can be found
on Tarot.com for practice/familiarity with this deck.”

Zar, “Very whimsical and sturdy, but not for me.
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This deck blows me away with its thick but flexible cardstock. It won't last forever because
nothing does when used, but I think it would hold up for good 15+ years if treated respectfully.
For this reason I only overhand shuffle my cards, never riffle shuffle.Unfortunately, these will be
returned because the pictures are not the most readable. They're whimsical, but very, very
messy. It looks like the artist painted everything with a dirty brush over lines that were not
waterproof, which dulls the pigments. As a fellow artist, I respect that this is the artist's style
choice, but all the microscopic lined details along with the muddy colors make the visuals very
hard to understand with a glance. In any case, I highly recommend this to those who are called
to the art because the intuitive reads I got off this were amazing.Even though the reads were
great, the biggest reason I'm ultimately returning this is because I don't want to hoard decks that
don't resonate 120% with me. Instead, I'm keeping the Shadowscapes deck to fulfill the purpose
I has for this: to communicate better with my faery guides. Some people find Shadowscape's
details tiny and hard to read, but the details are much more refined and clean, and they just
resonate more with me. I don't get into circus outfits or jesters/ clowns, and Paulina Tarot has an
abundance of that motif. I'd cringe at some of the pictures. Hilariously, a different reviewer said
that they always show up in readings as the Queen of Wands, so she always checks that card to



know if she'll bond with the deck. I do the same thing with the Queen of Wands! But where the
other reviewer felt a kindred spirit, I most definitely did not. It was the nail on the coffin.The book
seems "okay," but probably not enough if you're a newbie. I saw runes used on the Hanged Man
card and was intrigued to see why, but the book said nothing of it. It did mention some details,
but really only covered the surface of things. Still, it gives you something to go off of, some of the
time. Just let your intuition fill in the rest.This really isn't a terrible deck if you read more intuitively,
reading the energies without needing the clear pictures, but I can't connect to the art on a
personal level. That's just me, though, so don't let that deter you. I would genuinely keep this if I
weren't trying to be extremely intentional with what possessions I keep.”

Amanda Hilbrecht, “Delicate Fey Drawings, Deep Tarot Meanings. Charming, fae, sweet... These
are all words that have been used to describe the Paulina Tarot, drawn by Paulina Cassidy and
published by U.S. Games Systems, Inc. and they are all true, but there is more to this deck than
just that.My account at Amazon tells me I have had this deck since March of 2009, and I
instantly bought one for my aunt, a budding collector and reader in her own right, because I
found it so adorable and the colors so lively, which should speak highly of the deck, but it had
never made its' way into my regular reading rotation until recently.Before I took the deck and and
actually began to read with it I believed that the images, while charming and gorgeous, were too
similar, too samey-samey to offer good readings. I purchased some prints for my daughter's
room, leafed through the cards occasionally, but that was it. I now know better. This surprising
little deck is not just fairies and pretty things. It's sweet exterior hides a tough core and some
sharp little teeth.This charming reading, including the Magician, the Ten of Swords, and the
Tower, heralded the onset of one of my worst anxiety attacks to date, and then my husband went
in for an emergency surgery.But I can't hate a deck that was just telling me like it is, nor one that
has my all time favorite Hierophant card, which is an oft maligned card that should be about our
connection to God and where we all find divinity, whether that looks the same or not, and it
should be a card that offers wise and good counsel, and encourages to follow our own
traditions. Unfortunately, it often becomes a card that becomes about our disappointments and
discomfort with organized religion and authority figures. I feel this image goes far towards
salving those wounds.The Paulina Tarot is a 78 card deck that features standard Major Arcana,
with Strength at 8 and Justice at 11. The Court Cards are Page, Knight, Queen, and King, and
the suits are the standard Wands, Cups, Swords, Pentacles, so no surprises there. It is based
on the Colman Smith deck, but not enslaved to it. There are lots of quirks to this deck that make
its' voice unique, and the colors are gorgeous. For intuitive readers, there are plenty of symbols
to grab a hold of to read, and lots of play between the colors. The cards interact and have a
great storytelling ability to them. The packaging includes a tuck box and Little White Book, and
the cards have been printed in China on lovely stock without a hint of shine to it, and the cards
themselves are a good size at 2.75" x 4.75". I am a huge fan of the U.S. Games decks that have
been printed in China, as the card stock is divine and the colors are lovely, as well as being less



pixelated. (If anyone from U.S. Games is reading this, can we get a Hermetic from China, pretty
pretty please?)My experience with the deck has been that the readings are straight forward and
really hold no punches. If you are going to ask the Paulina a question, you had better be sure
you want to hear the answer! I also found my biggest concern, that the images may not be
distinct enough to offer good readings, was entirely unfounded. This deck positively sang in my
hands, and I had no head scratching moments with it at all.I feel people to new to tarot would
enjoy this deck, and the images are not scary at all, with no nudity or violence. I feel
experienced readers with a leaning toward whimsy or fanciful, somewhat fussy fae will enjoy the
imagery, and intuitive readers that like to have many things to work with on the card should enjoy
the expressive pictures as well.”

McDoodleish, “... this deck for about a month now and absolutely love it! It is richly illustrated
with a heady .... I've been using this deck for about a month now and absolutely love it! It is richly
illustrated with a heady dose of whimsy but without being childish. There are a lot of little details
on the cards and much of it is easy to miss if you don't concentrate on them for a while, however
I found it stays true enough to the RWS system (without being a clone) that it is still easy to get
the overall meaning of the card without having to squint for clues. After a few days of spending
time with the cards I did the interview spread to get to know it better and wow, what a reading, I
liked it at first, and now it is love! Don't let the whimsical art fool you, this deck has depth while
still being warm and inviting. The nature of the artwork also makes the deck suitable for children
and young people, which is great because I have two nosy kids that like poking around in
cupboards.I was looking for a new deck for a while, checking reviews and looking at
walkthroughs on YouTube and I am so glad I settled on this deck. I have seen a number of decks
where the artist has stunningly captured the Majors but then seems to phone it in for the pips.
Not so with the Paulina, each and every card is a beautiful work of art in and of itself.Long story
short: if you don't like busy decks with lots of fine detail, Paulina probably won't be for you,
however if you have the time and inclination to go for a leisurely stroll through the images, you
will have a wonderful journey with many moments of beauty, humour, joy and poignancy.”

Louise K, “Intuitive, friendly and deep. I saw all of these cards on-line before I bought them. I see
many cards that I want but these I really had to have after seeing the art work which really
appealed to me. Sometimes you can like the art but they fail to speak to you. When I received
these cards, in a way I was disappointed - they appeared darker and less vibrant than I had
thought. The images are also in many ways quite different to my regularly used cards (cosmic -
very different but equally loved). I also found it difficult to fully see the image when it was laid in a
spread - there is much detail drawn in the cards, so I found myself having to pick them up and
peer at them. However, over time and use they have become wonderfully familiar and I still am
growing with them. I find the cards have a great deal of charm and a wealth of knowledge to
release. There are cards to fall in love with - for me some are; The Queen of Wands and the



Empress (they both seem self-affirming and vibrant images), as well as the 6 of cups, 10 of cups
and many others. There is a nice use of symbolism, there are little rabbits and cats as well as
unexpected "creatures". The symbols are very carefully chosen and always make sense. The
little white book is the best I have seen to accompany a deck and while it does not tell you
everything, there is plenty to go on. Any symbols noticed that are not referred to can be looked
up. Often a card can be drawn and attention will just hone in on a snail or other little detail, that
before went unnoticed but is particularly relevant for the reading. There is plenty of information to
cover all kinds of readings and they can deliver harsher messages in a kinder way.These cards
enabled me to foretell who was going to be the next UK Prime Minister, during the tense time
that no one had a clue about - they provided extremely accurate information. I drew 3 cards for
each. The last for Cameron was the 6 of wands (triumph - walking away with the prize!). Poor
old Mr Brown got the Tower (sudden change, upheaval). As the results unfolded it was rather
exciting for me! Another more flippant event the cards foretold was who was going to win the
role of Dorothy in the TV show "Over the Rainbow". There was only one possible winner who
received the Sun card and I was able to place the other two accurately in order of 2nd and 3rd. I
usually use my cards for myself only, to gain insight into situations and rarely to see what may
happen. My daughter who has limited time for tarot has been drawn in by the Paulina tarot and
uses them sometimes and is beginning to build up a good understanding of them by doing so. I
do recommend these cards. They are beautiful to work with and very intuitive. Somehow now I
know the cards the difficulties I had seeing some of the images clearly seem to have gone - the
images are in-tune with me. Standard meanings do apply to them too, so most how to read tarot
books along with the LWB will be plenty to enable you to get wonderful readings with your
cards .”

lucee, “really pretty deck. very pretty dreamlike deck although a little crowded with the details,
but I love the hand painted illustrations, they're inspiring and make for a nice change to my other
decks. Good cardstock, comes in a small tuck box with a leaflet if you need it, overall great
value.”

JJ, “beautiful, finely detained deck. Paulina Cassidy has done a great job with this tarot deck.
You'll find new things in each card every time you view it, due to it being packed with various
illustrations...must've taken her ages to do!The artwork is very whimsical and interesting. It is
painted beautifully and as an artist myself working on the King's journey tarot deck, i have to say,
the art work in each card appealed to me. I believe the artworks are watercolour paintings and
the print quality really brings out the fine, delicate line work in each painting, adding to the
reason why you would want this deck. It is very finely detailed with all manner of images. If you
won't take my word for it, do some research online!James”

katarzyna hawelko, “Amazing deck of cards. I am amazed at the artistry of that deck of tarot



cards. Very well made, I see no issues using it. It's not too thick, nor too thin in terms of the
material used. The size is perfect for small hands - I would call it travel size deck. Item came on
time, packed securely. Good quality. I recommend.”

The book by Mike Selinker has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 631 people have provided feedback.
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